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Attendees: Lecie McNees, Jim Copeland, Lisa Storti, Kathleen Cates, Tracy Perry, Virginia Lynch, Kathy Salazar, Chris Futey

- Family Infant Toddler

CMS does not allow us to bill unless parent and child are in the room at the same time. There is something in the regulation that states this, but there is section in the standards that provide support. Andy wants some type of parent support. Kathleen described several services like Circle of Security and Love and Logic. Parents need to be able to talk freely without children in some of these support groups. Jim asked if this is something that the Final Settings rule prevent. Discuss with full ACQ.

- ACQ Recommendation Letter

Response from ACQ letter will be available tomorrow to Patrick and Lecie.

- Training Revision workgroup

Guardianship issues integrated into certain types of planning. Kathleen feels that there is a need to have a requirement for succession planning. Gabriela made recommendations about succession planning. She began to provide information on how Carino handles this. According to Gabriela, web-based training is preferred. Kathleen would volunteer someone from her agency. Kathleen recommends reaching to providers across the state. PRO would be available to assist. Can we mandate that a guardian take guardianship training? What written guidance does DDPC provide to parents and schools?

- Provider Data Summary

Presented Mock up of the revised provider data summary.